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tium warrant that the information contained in this document is suitable for use, nor that
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Executive summary

The present document reports on the current state of the art in textual and multimedia

content analysis for condensation, from the perspective of information preservation, and

sketches our first thoughts on the corresponding approaches that WP4 should adopt or

further extend, in order to support the overall goals of the project and requirements sum-

marised in D9.1. The topics covered by this document include:

� Analysis of textual similarity and redundancy

� Analysis of multimedia similarity and redundancy

� Semantic multimedia analysis for condensation

� Information condensation and consolidation

The structure of the document is as follows: Section 3 addresses textual similarity and

redundancy assessment. It includes an outline of the state of the art in document simi-

larity assessment and text semantic analysis techniques, a review of text summarization

techniques, and a short sketch of the directions that we will follow in ForgetIT for textual

information processing. Section 4 discusses the processing of non-textual multimedia

content, i.e. image and video. It covers image and video quality assessment, the eval-

uation of the similarity between two media items and the clustering and detection of po-

tentially redundant media items, and concludes with an outline of the planned approach

of ForgetIT in these areas. Section 5 presents the state of the art on analysis of multi-

media contents (detection of concepts, faces and events and their clusterization) and our

planned approach with respect to the deeper analysis of multimedia content. Section 6

discusses the possible approaches for using the results of text and multimedia analysis

towards information condensation, i.e. the generation of summaries of media collections.

Section 7 gives some final remarks and conclusions.

This document represents the input source for deliverables D4.2, D4.3 and D4.4 where

the selected technologies and methodologies for text and multimedia analysis and con-

densation will be implemented and evaluated in the project test set.
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1 Introduction

As a result of the explosive development of digital media capture, transmission and con-

sumption devices and networks that we have been experiencing in the last years, and

the prevalence of digital media in our everyday lives, the amount of multimedia data that

is created and stored every day has reached unprecedented levels, and continues to

increase. For instance, surveys show that the amount of pictures taken every year is

counted in billions. Supporting the users or owners of these digital media items in iden-

tifying the best preservation options for their content, given any inevitable storage space

and preservation cost limitations is among the goals of ForgetIT.

Within ForgetIT, the goal of WP4 is to develop methods that enable the condensation of

content, both textual and multimedia. This is intended to support the gradual forgetting

approach, where content is presented with varying levels of details with the passage

of time or ceasing importance. The condensation and consolidation of content will rely

on content analysis methods of varying degrees of complexity, including techniques for

the identification of redundancy, the detection of similarity through content analysis, and

deeper semantic analysis. In the condensation process, we will also take into account

aspects such as the quality, diversity and coverage of the multimedia items.

The present document reports on the current state-of-the-art in the research areas that

are of interest to WP4, i.e. textual and multimedia content analysis for condensation, from

the perspective of information preservation, and based on this review it goes on to sketch

our thoughts on the approaches that WP4 should adopt or further extend in these areas,

in order to support the overall goals of the project. More specifically, the topics covered

by this document include:

� Analysis of textual similarity and redundancy

� Analysis of multimedia similarity and redundancy

� Semantic multimedia analysis for condensation

� Information condensation and consolidation

The structure of the document is as follows: Section 3 addresses the topics of textual

similarity and redundancy assessment. It starts with an outline of the state-of-the-art in

document similarity assessment techniques, including techniques based on the semantic

analysis of textual content. Then proceeds to presenting in some more detail techniques

for the summarization of textual information, and concludes with a short sketch of the di-

rections that we will follow in ForgetIT for textual information processing, stressing that the

selection of techniques that we will adopt depends a lot on the specifics of the project’s

use cases. Section 4 moves on to discuss the processing of non-textual multimedia con-

tent, most notably image and video. It addresses the issues of image and video quality

assessment, the evaluation of the similarity between two media items (involving the ex-

traction of features from the content and their assessment using appropriate similarity
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measures), and the clustering and detection of potentially redundant media items. Sec-

tion 4 concludes with an outline of the planned approach of ForgetIT in these areas. Sec-

tion 5 presents the state of the art on analysis of multimedia contents and our planned

approach with respect to the deeper analysis of multimedia content. Such analysis in-

cludes concept detection in image and video content, face detection and clustering, as

well as event detection. Section 6 discusses the possible approaches for using the results

of analysis techniques such as those described in Sections 3 to 5 towards textual and vi-

sual information condensation, so that good summaries of media item collections can be

produced and used in the overall ForgetIT approach. Finally, some concluding remarks

are given in Section 7.

This document represents the input source for deliverables D4.2, D4.3 and D4.4 where

the selected technologies and methodologies for text and multimedia analysis and con-

densation will be implemented and evaluated in the project test set.
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2 Glossary

List of important terms and acronyms presented in the document:

ANSI American National Standards Institute

AP Affinity Propagation

BoW Bag of Words

CEDD Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor

CHOG Compressed HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients)

CLD Color Layout Descriptor

CSD Color Structure Descriptor

CSSD Curvature Scale Space Descriptor

DCD Dominant Color Descriptor

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform

DMOS Difference Mean Opinion Score

DURF Dense SURF (Speeded Up Robust Feature Descriptor)

DVQ Digital Video Quality

EDH Edge Direction Histogram

EHD Edge Histogram Descriptor

EOH Edge Orientation Histogram

EXIF EXchangeable Image file Format

FCM Fuzzy C-Mean (for clustering)

FCTH Fuzzy Color and Texture Histogram

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

FR IQA Image Quality Assessment with Full Reference

GBR Gabor Texture Descriptor

GCM Global Color Moments

GMM Gaussian mixture model

GoF Group of Frames (in compressed video)

GoP Group of Pictures (in compressed video)

GPS Global Position System

H2MP Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Message Propagation

HOG Histogram of Oriented Gradients

HTD Homogeneous Texture Descriptor

HVS Human Visual System

ITS Institute for Telecommunication Services

IQA Image Quality Assessment

JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group

JP2K JPEG2000 lossless compression standard

KNN k-Nearest Neighbour

LAB Locally Assembled Binary

LBP Local Binary Patterns

LDP Local-Difference-Patterns

LFCC Linear Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

LSH Locality Sensitive Hashing
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LSVM Linear SVM (Support Vector Machine)

MBH Motion Boundary Histogram

MOS Mean Opinion Score

MOVIE Motion-based Video Integrity Evaluation

MPEG Motion Picture Expert Group

MPEG-7 Standard ISO/IEC 15938 (for digital item metadata representation)

MSE Mean Squared Error

MSG Modulation Spectrogram

MS-SSIM Multi-Scale Structural SIMilarity

MVG Multivariate Gaussian Model

NLG Natural Language Generation

NR IQA Image Quality Assessment with No Reference (or blind)

NR-B No-Reference Bitstream

NR-P No-Reference Pixel

NSS Natural Scene Statistics

NTIA National Telecommunications and Information Administration

NVC Natural Visual Characteristics

PCA Principal Components Analysis

PHOG Pyramidal HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients)

PSNR Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

PSSIM Perceptual Structural Similarity

PVQM Perceptual Video Quality Metric

RBF Radial Basis Function

RGB Red Green Blue

RMS Root Mean Square

RR IQA Image Quality Assessment with Reduced Reference

SAHN Sequential Agglomerative Hierarchical Non-overlapping (clustering)

SCD Scalable Color Descriptor

SIFT Scale Invariant Feature Transform

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SOM Self Organised Map

SURF Speeded Up Robust Feature Descriptor

SSIM Structural SIMilarity

SQFD Signature Quadratic distance Function

SVM Support Vector Machine

SVR Support Vector Regression

TBD Texture Browsing Descriptor

TF.IDF Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency

QFD Quadratic Form Distances

VEML Video Event Markup Language

VERL Video Event Representation Language

VSNR Visual Signal-to-Noise Ratio

VQA Video Quality Assessment

VQM Video Quality Metric

XML extensible Markup Language

ZMD Zernike Moment Descriptor
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3 Analysis of Textual Similarity and Redundancy

3.1 Document Similarity Assessment

Determining the similarity between documents is both an important step in most automatic

summarization algorithms (see Section 3.2) as well as a useful result in its own right.

Most approaches to textual similarity are statistically based and operate without regard

to the semantics or syntax of language. The most widely used similarity measure is

the cosine measure, which is usually applied in conjunction with the term frequency-

inverse document frequency, TF.IDF, weighting function [1]. The extracted features can be

considered in a vector space and the similarity between vectors can be easily evaluated

by the projection of one vector to the other. The cosine similarity is relatively easy to

compute over a collection for which we have access to an inverted index; this makes

it difficult to apply directly to web documents for which we do not have accurate term

distribution information.

Whilst the cosine measure considers terms in isolation, it is possible to use other mea-

sures to determine textual similarity which are still easy to compute but which take into

account more of the structure of the document. The ROUGE [2] measure was originally

developed as an evaluation metric for automatic summarization systems but can also be

used as a similarity measure in it’s own right. ROUGE looks at sequences of terms, n-

grams, when computing similarity. This wider term context allows for some elements of

language and content to be captured without requiring deep semantic or syntactic pro-

cessing.

3.1.1 Semantic Text Analysis

Semantic analysis of text allows us to take a step beyond information extraction (IE) by

associating textual mentions with ontological data (i.e. the semantics) stored externally

to the document. This allows us to get a deeper understanding of documents, which in

turn allows us to make more informed decisions when summarizing documents or deter-

mining the similarity of documents. For example, just because two documents contain

the word apple does not mean that they are both referring to the fruit and so using the

concept referred to rather than the actual words would alter the result of most similar-

ity algorithms. Such analysis also frees us from standard keyword based queries when

searching large corpora, allowing questions to be asked which can never be answered by

traditional search systems [3].

Whilst these techniques can, and should, be used to improve the performance of docu-

ment similarity and summarization algorithms, in general they relate to the context sur-

rounding a document by pulling in extra information not explicitly contained within the

documents. More details can therefore be found in deliverable D6.1 of WP6 on contextu-

alization. Results of the development carried out within WP6 will be incorporated within
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the textual summarization and redundancy approaches developed within WP4 where ap-

propriated, as described in current deliverable D4.1.

3.2 Textual Summarization and Redundancy Removal

Textual summaries are extremely common in online and printed media. Table 1 lists

some examples of types of summaries which are commonly encountered. These classes

have been described as either critical, indicative or informative, where critical summaries

attempt to appraise and evaluate a work in some way, indicative summaries aim to enable

a reader to decide whether or not to read the whole document [4, 5] and informative

summaries try to capture the content of the original document.

Summary Purpose

Movie review Critical

Journal abstract Indicative

Novel blurb Indicative

News report Informative

Football highlights Informative

Table 1: Example classes of summary

Given the aims of the project it is likely that extractive techniques for generating infor-

mative summaries will be the most useful. Researchers have developed methods for

summarizing single and multiple documents, either by combining sentences and phrases

extracted from the original texts (called extractive summarization, e.g., [6, 7]) or by using

Natural Language Generation (NLG) to create abstractive, interpretative summaries (also

called concept-to-text generation) (e.g., [8, 9]). The former type of summary, the extract,

is composed entirely from text which can be found in the original document(s). Overall,

extractive summarization is arguably easier to explain and implement, however, the re-

sulting summaries reflect strongly the original document(s), which could be problematic

on short texts, such as often found in social media or short diary entries etc.

Extractive summaries are generally produced according to the following two steps:

1. Score textual units (sentences, phrases, paragraphs, etc.) according to some rep-

resentation of the document or document set.

2. Generate summaries by selecting high scoring textual units until some desired com-

pression ratio has been achieved.

The textual unit to be included in a summary could be a word, phrase, sentence or whole

paragraph depending on the application. Different methods for scoring textual units have

been developed, including the aforementioned word frequencies (TF.IDF), sentence posi-

tion in the document [10], and centroid-based methods [11].
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On the other hand, abstractive summarization algorithms tend to be much more complex.

The advantage of the abstractive approaches is that they enable succinct summaries

of the content, independent of its original presentation in the source document collection

[12], as well as the generation of different (personalized) summaries from the same formal

input [8].

In addition to being described by their form (abstractive or extractive) and their purpose

(critical, indicative or informative) summaries can also be classified by whether they are

derived from single or multiple documents. The two types are considered somewhat sepa-

rate, because multi-document summarization must address different challenges to single

document summarization such as repeated text between documents, order of publishing

and inter-document references.

Summaries may be topic-centric (generic), user-focused (i.e. personalized) or query fo-

cussed. The former class of summary is meant simply to summarize the content with no

bias as to whom can benefit from it. Query focussed summarization, on the other hand,

involves building a summary to meet a specified information need; in this sense it is re-

lated to the task of question answering, and is especially useful for generating answers to

definition style questions [13]. User focussed or personalized summarization must model

in some way the information needs and interests of a specific user, arranging a summary

containing details which they alone may find salient.

Another approach is to simplify documents to reduce their length, rather than trying to

extract the salient information. Within any passage of text it is quite likely that some of the

words or phrases will be redundant; that is, removing them has no effect on the meaning

of the text. While full syntactic or semantic parsing can be used to identify redundant

phrases, shallower approaches are often both easier to implement and understand, and

can be performed in real time making them more applicable to interactive use cases. The

following is not intended as an exhaustive list of redundant phrases types but aims to

illustrate common examples which have previously been shown safe to remove without

affecting the meaning of the text [14, 15]1.

• Gerund clauses often comment on, rather than add to the content of a sentence

and therefore tend not to include essential information. For example, “More than

800 lives were lost when the ferry, carrying passengers from the Estonian capital

Tallinn to Stockholm, sank within minutes early yesterday morning in the Baltic Sea

40 km south west of the Finnish island of Uto.”.

• Leading Adverbs: In some sentences the lead word does not actually contribute

to the meaning of the sentence. Certainly given a sentence in isolation the words

“and” and “but” at the beginning of the sentence can be safely removed. Similarly,

adverbs when they appear as the first word in a sentence can be safely removed.

More importantly if a summary is constructed from a set of independent sentences

the presence of these words at the beginning of sentences can often disrupt the flow

of information.

1In the examples which follow redundant text is written in italics.
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• Sentence Initial Expletives are phrases of the form it + be-verb or there + be-verb.

Such phrases can be useful in expressing emphasis but usually result in longer

sentences than is strictly necessary to convey the information. For example the

sentence “It is the governor who signs or vetoes bills.” can easily be re-written,

without changing the meaning of the sentence, as “The governor signs or vetoes

bills.”. Further examples include, “There are four rules that should be observed.”

which becomes “Four rules should be observed.” and “There was a big explosion,

which shook the windows, and people ran into the street.” which becomes “A big

explosion shook the windows, and people ran into the street.”. From these examples

it is clear that no information has been lost and the results are shorter sentences

which are still well formed and easy to read.

• Redundant Category Labels: Certain words imply their general categories and so

a sentence does not usually have to contain both the word and it’s category label.

For example, users will know that pink is a color and that shiny is an appearance so

the sentence “During that time period, many car buyers preferred cars that were pink

in color and shiny in appearance.” as “During that period, many car buyers preferred

cars that were pink and shiny.” without altering the meaning of the sentence.

• Unnecessary Determiners and Modifiers: Sentences sometimes contain one or

more extra words or phrases which seem to determine narrowly or modify the mean-

ing of a noun without actually adding to the meaning of the sentence as a whole.

Although these words or phrases can, in the appropriate context, be meaningful they

can often be eliminated. For example “Any particular type of dessert is fine with me.”

can easily be re-written as “Any dessert is fine with me.” without any alteration in

the meaning of the sentence.

• Circumlocutions are indirect or roundabout expressions of several words but which

could easily be written more succinctly, often as a single word. It is usually possible

to replace both “the reason for” and “due to the” simply with the word because.

Unfortunately there are no hard and fast rules which state exactly which expressions

can be replaced or with what. For instance, the previous two examples could, in

most instances, also be replaced by the word since.

• Unnecessary That and Which Clauses: When a clause is used to convey meaning

which could be presented in a phrase or even a single word the sentence length is

increased without any increase in the information conveyed to the reader. Often the

unnecessary clauses are of the form that + be-verb or which + be-verb which can be

easily simplified. For example “All applicants that are interested in the job must...”

can be simplified to “All applicants interested in the job must...” without any change

in the meaning of the sentence, and similarly “All components which are needed

for...“ can be simplified to “All components needed for..“ without any change in the

meaning of the sentence.

• Sentences which uses the noun form of a verb often contain extra words (often the

verb be) to allow the text to flow correctly. Changing these nouns back to their verb

forms therefore reduces the length of the phrase. For example “The function of this
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department is the collection of accounts.” can be reduced to “The function of this

department is to collect accounts.”.

3.3 Planned ForgetIT Approach

Within the ForgetIT project we intend to make use of many of the techniques described

within this section to solve the problems of detecting textual similarity and reducing re-

dundancy within the archived documents. The exact techniques used will be subject to

the requirements of the use cases being developed within work packages 9 and 10. Ini-

tial work will therefore focus on integrating scalable, domain independent approaches to

textual similarity and redundancy into the ForgetIT framework as the basis from which to

develop use case specific solutions.
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4 Analysis of Multimedia Quality, Similarity and Redun-

dancy

This section introduces the state of the art on the analysis of multimedia quality, similarity

and redundancy. Starting from the image quality assessment presented in Section 4.1

with Full-Reference (FR), Reduced-Reference (RR) and No-Reference (NR) Image Qual-

ity Assessment (IQA) algorithms, Section 4.2 reports the current methodologies for Video

Quality Assessment (VQA). Then Section 4.3 deals with the evaluation of the similarity

between multimedia contents, while Section 4.4 describes the techniques for clustering

the several features extracted from them. Section 4.5 gives an overview of how to man-

age the redundancy of media items and Section 4.6 describes the approaches that will

be adopted in ForgetIT for managing the VQA, IQA, clustering and redundancy.

4.1 Image Quality Assessment

The rapid advances in digital media technology have led to a dramatic growth in the

amount of images and videos residing along communication networks, such as the World

Wide Web, enterprise networks, etc. During different types of image processing oper-

ations, e.g. image acquisition, compression, transmission, storage and retrieval, digital

images undergo a wide variety of distortions and degradations. Therefore, the quantifica-

tion of image visual quality is of major importance for a wide range of research areas (e.g.,

image processing, computer vision, image acquisition, storage, transmission and display

system technologies), as in this way the distorted images can be controlled and possibly

restored. For instance, in a personal photo album collection application, distorted images

can be automatically identified as of lower importance than non-distorted images of the

same scene, and receive lower priority for inclusion in a summary of the photo album.

Image quality assessment (IQA) has been a topic of intense research over the last years

and a diverse variety of relevant methods has appeared in the literature. IQA techniques

can be divided into two main categories: a) objective and b) subjective. Objective quality

assessment techniques quantify the visibility of differences between the original and the

distorted image using image features and appropriate mathematical operations to auto-

matically provide an image quality score [16]. That is, human viewers do not intervene

in the IQA procedure. Some well-known objective image quality measures are the MSE

(Mean Squared Error), the PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio), the SSIM (Structural Sim-

ilarity), and the MS-SSIM (Multi-Scale Structural Similarity) [17].

On the other hand, subjective techniques exploit a set of human viewers to rate the quality

of each image and utilize particular measures to combine the subjective quality measures

[18]. To this end, the most commonly used measures are the MOS (Mean Opinion Score)

and the DMOS (Difference Mean Opinion Score) [19, 17], which provide a mean rate for

the quality of an image.
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Subjective image quality techniques can be expensive in terms of human resources and

time requirements, especially for large-scale datasets. Therefore, subjective techniques

are usually exploited to build the ground truth for IQA datasets, which are then used for

learning and validating objective measures. For the above reason, in the rest of this

chapter we concentrate on objective IQA techniques. These methods can be further

subdivided to full-reference (FR) IQA, reduced-reference (RR) IQA and no-reference (NR)

IQA, depending on the amount of information provided regarding the undistorted image.

In the following, we examine in more detail the above three categories.

Full-Reference IQA Algorithms

Full-reference IQA (FR-IQA) techniques aim to predict the visual quality of a distorted im-

age assuming that the reference image is fully available. The visual distortion is estimated

using one of the quality measures mentioned above. Until recently, the most widely used

measures were the MSE and the PSNR which are based on point-wise differences of

pixels values between the reference and the distorted image. However, these measures

are unable to exploit the image content information and the Human Visual System (HVS)

characteristics of the image [20]. More advanced techniques, such as HVSMSE [21],

PSNRHVS and PSNRHVSM [22], were developed in order to correlate the human per-

ception with the traditional quality measures. The above techniques were further extended

aiming to represent error signal in a perceptually meaningful way. A comprehensive re-

view of such methods can be found in [23]. Finally, in addition to the HSV characteristics of

image content many techniques exploit the image structure. The most popular methods in

this category are the Structural Similarity (SSIM) [24], the improved Multi-Scale Structural

Similarity (MS-SSIM) [25] and the Perceptual Structural Similarity (PSSIM) [26].

Reduced-Reference IQA Algorithms

Reduced reference IQA (RR-IQA) methods assume that in addition to the distorted im-

ages some partial information about the undistorted image is also available. These meth-

ods are more suitable in scenarios where original images are not usually provided. These

methods typically consist of a feature extraction module at the sender side of the com-

munication channel and a quality analysis module at the receiver side, which exploits the

extracted features to assess the degradation imposed in the transmitted image. The side

image information can be transmitted with one of the following ways: i) using the same

channel where the original image is transmitted, ii) using an ancillary channel [27], and,

iii) embedded in the image [28].

No-Reference IQA Algorithms

No-reference (or blind) IQA (NR-IQA) methods rate image quality without using any in-

formation concerning the original image. These methods are more suitable for real world

scenarios, e.g., in communication network applications and large image collections, where
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the undistorted images are unavailable. The majority of NR -IQA algorithms are distortion

specific, i.e., image quality is quantified assuming that the distortion type (e.g., compres-

sion, blur, etc.) is known. Recently, the research community aims towards the develop-

ment of completely blind techniques, where the assessment of a variety of distortions can

be achieved. To this end, NR-IQA techniques are divided into two groups: a) distortion-

unaware NR-IQA methods and b) distortion-aware NR-IQA methods, described in the

following.

• Distortion-unaware NR-IQA methods: This class of techniques have witnessed great

progress during the last few years. These methods usually utilize features extracted

using the Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) model of the image [29]. For instance, BIQI

[30], DIVIINE [31] and BRISQUE [32], use NSS and a supervised learning method

to parametrize and quantify image distortion. In the two first cases (BIQI, DIVI-

INE), an image transformation is used (e.g., wavelet transform, DCT, etc.) and the

retrieved coefficients are utilized to represent the image. Subsequently, feature vec-

tors formed using the above coefficients and the corresponding ground-truth labels

are exploited to train a set of Support Vector Machine-based (SVM-based) classi-

fiers, one for each distortion type (e.g., JPEG, JP2K, white noise, blur, fast fading

etc.). Similarly, using the same set of feature vectors, the same number of Support

Vector Regression-based (SVR-based) modules are trained for providing a respec-

tive quality score. In summary, these methods first classify the image distortion

using NSS models and then assess the image quality using techniques that refer

to the particular distortion category of the image. On the contrary, the BRISQUE

algorithm directly utilizes locally normalized luminance coefficients to quantify the

distortion (i.e., without performing any coordinate transformation) and the quality

evaluation is performed in a one-stage framework. In general, due to the learning

step, supervised learning methods present higher computational complexity. Never-

theless, they correlate well with human subjective quality assessments.

There is also a class of NSS-based methods that do not require a training dataset of

distorted images annotated with human judgements. For instance, in this category

belong the BLIINDS [33] and the NIQE [34] algorithms. In the former method, the

image is partitioned into equally sized blocks, which are thereafter subjected to a

local 2D DCT transformation. Subsequently, for each block, a generalized Gaussian

distribution model is estimated and features are extracted by utilizing a set of func-

tions related with the Gaussian model parameters. In the final stage, a Bayesian

probabilistic model is used for image quality predictions. Similarly, in the NIQE

method, NSS coefficients are computed for the entire image and for each equally

sized patch. Finally, the visual quality of a test image is estimated by computing the

multivariate Gaussian model (MVG) [35] of a corpus of training undistorted images

and the corresponding MVG of the test image and comparing them.

• Distortion-aware NR-IQA methods :

– Blur / Sharpness: Blur is usually quantified using edge detection algorithms.

For instance, in [36] a NR sharpness measure is developed based on the DCT

Kurtosis of image blocks. In [37], the blur effect is quantified using the average
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extent of the edges, while in [38] an iterative edge refinement is used. In [39],

a blur quantification method is developed based on ratio and mean factors of

edge blurriness and noise.

Edge-based measures are sensitive not only to the threshold choice at the

edge-classification step, but also to the presence of noise. For this reason,

several methods utilizing a non edge-based measure have appeared in the rel-

evant literature. For instance, in [40] a normalized Gaussian algorithm for blur

estimation is proposed, and, in [41] the image quality is measured by quan-

tifying the difference between levels of blur on the same image. In [42], a

noise-immune wavelet-based sharpness measure is proposed, while in [43],

sharpness is quantified using the degree of local phase coherence of complex

wavelet coefficients.

– Contrast: The measurement of contrast level relies on the computation of well

known contrast measures, such as RMS contrast, Michelson contrast, Weber

contrast [44], and other. In addition, histogram-based techniques have been

developed for the efficient and accurate measurement of contrast. In [45], the

amount of contrast distortion is quantified by fitting the histogram of the dis-

torted image to the histogram of a model function. In [46], a contrast enhance-

ment technique is presented based on the computation of the contrast on local

edge detections, whereas, in [47], the global contrast is quantified using salient

region detection.

– Compression: A variety of distortion types may be introduced by the appli-

cation of image compression. Blurring, blocking, ringing and fast fading are

considered as the most common distortions generated during this process.

Recently, researchers have developed NR-IQA algorithms which aim to quan-

tify the distortion induced by the well-known compression algorithms JPEG

and JPEG2000 [48]. JPEG NR-IQA methods measure distortions caused by

compression using a variety of techniques, including hermite transformation to

model blurred edges [49], importance map weighting of spatial blocking scores

[50], and computation of block strengths in the Fourier domain [51]. On the

other hand, most JPEG2000 IQA proposed algorithms are based on the mea-

surement of the edge spread [52], while others are based on feature computa-

tion in the spatial domain [53] or on NSS [54].

At this point, we should note that there are several publicly available IQA databases,

e.g., [55] and [56], providing reference images, distorted images subjected in a variety of

distortion, as well as the associated human opinion scores (MOS, DMOS).

4.2 Video Quality Assessment

Video Quality Assessment (VQA) is similar to IQA in many aspects such that the methods

are classified into FR, RR and NR as well. The FR and RR video quality measures

are further classified into traditional point-based measures, Natural Visual Characteristics
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oriented measures, and Perceptual (HVS) oriented measures [57]. The traditional video

quality measures are signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and

mean squared error (MSE). They are computationally simple, clear and easy to implement

but disregard the viewing conditions and the characteristics of human visual perception.

The Natural Visual Characteristics (NVC) measures are further classified into Natural

Visual Statistics and Natural Visual Features based methods [57]. Structural Similarity

(SSIM) and its variants Multi-Scale SSIM (MS-SSIM) and Speed-SSIM are well known

statistics-based measures. SSIM is first introduced as an IQA measure [58] and then

extended to video [59]. It measures the structural distortion frame by frame in a video

using the luminance component. MS-SSIM is an extension of the SSIM that provides

more flexibility by incorporating the variations of the image resolution and viewing condi-

tions [24] whereas Speed-SSIM is another extension that incorporates statistical models

of visual speed perception [60]. Among the feature-based methods, Video Quality Metric

(VQM) software tools is a well known collection of methods [61]. They are developed

by the Institute for Telecommunication Services (ITS), the research branch of the US

National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA). Due to their perfor-

mance they are also adopted by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) as

standard. The NTIA VQM provides several quality models based on the video sequence

under consideration and with several calibration options prior to feature extraction in order

to produce highly efficient quality ratings.

HVS-based measures can be classified into frequency and pixel domain. In the frequency

domain, in one of the early works, Watson et al. introduced Digital Video Quality (DVQ)

model [62]. The measure is based on DCT and incorporates aspects of early visual pro-

cessing, including light adaptation, luminance and chromatic channels, spatial and tem-

poral filtering, spatial frequency channels, contrast masking, and probability summation.

A more recently introduced popular measure is Motion-based Video Integrity Evaluation

(MOVIE) [63]. It captures temporal distortions as well as spatial distortions. In the pixel

domain, a well known metric is Perceptual Video Quality Metric (PVQM) that is introduced

by Hekstra et al. [64]. It uses a linear combination of three distortion indicators; edginess,

temporal decorrelation, and error. Another pixel domain measure is Visual Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (VSNR) [65]. It is introduced by Chandler et al. for still images but it has

shown good performance in assessing video quality when applied on a frame-by-frame

basis. The model incorporates visual masking and visual summation concepts to identify

the perceptually detectable distortions.

As introduced above, although many useful measures have been proposed for VQA, most

of them are very complex and require the original video for estimating the quality. As in

the case of ForgetIT scenarios, since many systems and applications can not access

the reference video, NR measures are required too. Although human observers can

usually assess the quality of a video without using the reference, designing a no reference

measure is a difficult task thus there is much less work on NR compared to FR and RR.

As Yamada et al. states, NR models can be categorized into two types: the No-Reference

Pixel (NR-P) type, and the No-Reference Bitstream (NR-B) type [66]. NR-P type algo-
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rithms use decoded video frames whereas NR-B algorithms use bit stream information.

Generally, NR-P methods try to introduce video quality measures based on measure-

ments of three artifacts: blockiness, blurriness and noiseness. In a typical work, Farias

and Mitra propose one measure for each of the above artifacts [67]. They evaluate the

performance of each measure individually and then obtain a model for overall annoyance

based on a combination of the measures. Keimal et al. uses a very similar set of mea-

sures; blockiness, bluriness, activity and predictability [68]. The first three features are

extracted from individual frames of a video whereas predictability is dependent on the

perceived visual quality at transitions between frames. They propose a new measure by

modelling these four features and verify it on HD videos. They show that the proposed

NR measure outperforms PSNR and performs equally well as the top FR measures.

As mentioned above, NR-B algorithms use encoded bit streams and typically exploit DCT

coeefficients [69, 70]. Such methods are more suitable for applications to video transmit-

ted over IP networks. In one such work, Yamada et al. proposes a method based on a

hybrid of NR-B and NR-P approaches [66]. The method estimates video quality degrada-

tion caused by packet loss. Macroblocks containing errors are accurately detected using

bitstream information, and the effectiveness of error concealment for these macroblocks

is evaluated using both bitstream and decoded-frame information.

4.3 Multimedia Similarity

The representation of multimedia items as well as the computation of their similarity (or

dissimilarity), i.e., the degree of how much they are related, are important issues for effi-

cient multimedia indexing, search and clustering. The similarity (or dissimilarity) between

two items is typically found in two steps. First, a feature extraction technique is utilized

so that a feature vector representation is used to describe the image or video. Secondly,

exploiting the desired feature vectors, a similarity (or dissimilarity) measure is evaluated

providing a numerical value of the similarity between the two multimedia items. In the

following, a review of the state-of-the-art regarding feature extraction techniques and sim-

ilarity measures is provided.

4.3.1 Visual Information Descriptors

Feature extraction techniques can be roughly divided into two categories based on the

type of the feature descriptor used for describing the image (or video keyframe): a) meth-

ods that use global feature descriptors, which describe image characteristics such as

color, texture, etc., computed along the entire image, b) approaches that exploit local fea-

ture descriptors to describe image attributes in different image regions. In the following

subsections we provide a review of the two main categories of visual information descrip-

tors.
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4.3.1.1 Global Image and Video Descriptors

Global descriptors capture the general characteristics of the image. The well-known

MPEG-7 standard specifies a set of global descriptors categorized according to the image

characteristic they capture, e.g., color, texture, shape, etc. A brief overview of MPEG-7

[71] descriptors is given in [72]. In the following the major MPEG-7 descriptors are re-

viewed.

Regarding color information, the MPEG-7 defines four such descriptors [73]: a) The Dom-

inant Color Descriptor (DCD) [74] describes an image using a small number of dominant

values (color percentages, variances, etc.) along with an estimation of the spatial co-

herency, which represents the overall spatial homogeneity of the dominant colors in the

image. b) The Scalable Color Descriptor (SCD) [75] characterizes an image using the

image color Histogram in the HSV model. To allow a scalable representation, the Haar

transform [76] on the histogram values is performed. c) The Color Structure Descriptor

(CSD) [77] captures both the local spatial structure and the global color information. The

advantage of this descriptor over the two above is that it can be used for distinguishing

between images with the same color information but different structure. d) The Color

Layout Descriptor (CLD) [78] is a compact and resolution-invariant descriptor capturing

the spatial layout of the dominant colors in the YCbCr color space on an image region or

the entire image. The final representation is retrieved using the discrete cosine transform

(DCT).

An extension of SCD, known as Group of Frame (GoF) or Group of Pictures (GoP) de-

scriptor, has been presented in [79]. This technique generates a color histogram repre-

senting a sequence or a group of images rather than a single image. This allows also to

be able to assess the compression algorithm running over the GoPs.

Three texture descriptors are defined in MPEG-7 [80]: a) The Homogeneous Texture De-

scriptor (HTD) [81] provides a quantitative characterization of the image’s texture. It is

based on a filter bank approach employing scale and orientation sensitive filters. b) The

Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) [82] uses five types of edges and 16 local edge his-

tograms to represent image content. c) The Texture Browsing Descriptor (TBD) [83] is

based on multiresolution decomposition computed using Gabor wavelets [84]. It consists

of two parts: a perceptual browsing component which provides a quantitative charac-

terization of the texture’s structuredness, directionality and coarseness and a similarity

retrieval component that characterizes the distribution of texture energy in different sub-

bands.

For encoding shape information, MPEG-7 defines region-based descriptors, (e.g., the

Zernike moment descriptor (ZMD)), and contour-based descriptors, (e.g., Curvature Scale

Space Descriptor (CSSD)) [85]. Moreover, Fourier Descriptors applied in different shape

signatures are discussed in [86].

Besides the MPEG-7 descriptors, several other descriptors have been proposed in the

literature for capturing color, texture and shape image attributes. For instance, in [87], the

Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD) incorporates color and texture information
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in a single histogram. Similarly, in [88], the Fuzzy Color and Texture Histogram (FCTH)

descriptor combines color and texture in one histogram using 4 fuzzy systems. In [89],

the above descriptors (CEDD, FCTH) are combined yielding a Joint Composite Descrip-

tor. For texture descriptors, in [90, 91, 92], the Gabor Texture Descriptor (GBR), Wavelet

Texture Descriptor and Local Binary Patterns (LBP) respectively, are used for describing

images based on texture information. As far as shape descriptors are concerned, pop-

ular approaches include the Edge Orientation Histogram (EOH) [93], the Edge Direction

Histogram (EDH) [94], and the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [95]. Other ex-

tensions include the Pyramidal HOG (PHOG) [96] and the Compressed HOG Descriptor

(CHOG) [97]. Finally, the authors in [98] propose a totally different global descriptor, called

GIST, which exploits several important statistics about a scene. It encodes the amount or

strength of vertical and horizontal lines representing the dominant spatial structure of a

scene.

4.3.1.2 Local Image and Video descriptors

Local descriptors extract features from regions or points of interest in order to describe the

local image structure. They are usually invariant to certain image transformations, such

as viewpoint changes, lighting conditions, etc., and in general, any affine transformation

of the space such as geometric roto-traslations. Local descriptors are computed in two

steps: a) a keypoint detection method is applied to select keypoints of interest, b) a suit-

able local descriptor technique is applied to provide a feature vector representation of the

selected local image patch. In the following, an overview of keypoint detection techniques

and local image patch descriptors is provided.

Edge detection algorithms [99] are often used for detecting salient local keypoints, e.g.,

Sobel operator [100], Prewitt operator [101], Robert’s Cross operator [99], Canny edge

detector [102], etc. Another interesting method is the Harris-Laplace point detector [103],

which uses the Harris corner detector for determining a set of candidate keypoints and

for each corner a scale-invariant point is selected making use of the Laplacian operator.

Finally, the dense sampling strategy [104] and the random sampling approach [105] are

two local region detection methods that recently are getting increasing attention.

The most well-known local descriptor is probably the Scale Invariant Feature Transform

(SIFT) descriptor proposed by Lowe in [106]. SIFT is invariant to translation, rotation and

scaling transformations and robust to moderate perspective transformations and illumina-

tion changes. It is based on local gradient histograms sampled in a square grid around

the detected keypoints. SIFT has been extended in several ways as described in the fol-

lowing. In [107, 108], PCA-SIFT and GLOH descriptors were proposed respectively, in

order to provide a more compact (of lower dimensionality) representation of SIFT feature

vectors. In [109], SIFT + GC augments SIFT vectors with global context components

that add curvilinear shape information. In [110], inspired from SIFT, the rotation invariant

RIFT descriptor is presented. In [111, 112], KPB-SIFT and CDIKP are proposed, which

apply kernel projection techniques to derive a more compact SIFT-based feature vec-

tor representation. Finally, in [113], several color-based invariant descriptors (HSV-SIFT,
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HUE-SIFT, OpponentSIFT, C-SIFT, rgSIFT, transformed color SIFT and RGB-SIFT) are

evaluated in three publicly available datasets.

Another well-known local descriptor is the Speeded up Robust Features descriptor (SURF)

proposed in [114]. In comparison to SIFT, this descriptor is faster. Similar to SIFT, several

extensions of the original SURF have been proposed. Dense-SURF (DURF), in [115],

uses a dense sampling strategy and achieves a much better detection performance than

conventional SIFT with lower computational cost. In [116], a novel Colored Local Invari-

ant Descriptor based on SURF was proposed providing photometric invariance. In this

work, authors consider the color-based photometric invariants presented in [117], which

are derived from the Gaussian opponent color model to enrich the photometric invariance

of the extracted feature vectors.

Besides SURF and SIFT, which are the most widely used descriptors, several other local

descriptors have been proposed. In [118, 119], a distribution-based descriptor and an

affine-invariant descriptor are proposed respectively. Several filter-based descriptors have

been proposed in the literature. For instance, in [120, 121] Steerable Filters and Gabor

filters are exploited respectively for building local descriptors. Another interesting method,

the so called Textons [122], characterize the image textures by quantizing the responses

of a linear filter bank. In [123], semantic textons are presented that act directly on image

pixels, thus, avoiding expensive computations of filter bank responses. Several other

approaches have been proposed including: the multi-scale phase-based local features

[124], the multiple support regions [125] and the covariant support regions descriptor

[126].

For compact representation of the visual content, usually a ’Bag-of-Words’ (BoW) [127]

approach is used to represent each image with a BoW vector. First a clustering algorithm

(e.g., k-means, fuzzy-c means, etc.) is applied to the derived local descriptor vectors to

create a codebook of visual words. Subsequently, using this visual vocabulary for each

image a histogram of visual words is created. This is usually the final low-level feature

vector representation of the image (the BoW approach is described in detail in Subsection

5.1.1 in the context of concept detection).

4.3.2 Multimedia Metadata

Information residing in administrative metadata of images and videos can provide useful

cues for multimedia representation. These metadata may include time and geolocation

tags, user tags, creator name, multimedia format, etc. Different protocols and techniques

can be used to store multimedia metadata.

MPEG-7 provides a comprehensive and rich metadata standard [128] for the description

of multimedia content. This standard defines a way to describe the content of a multime-

dia item (e.g., audio, video and images) using both subjective and objective descriptors

(metadata) using XML. However, due to the extensive model and complexity of MPEG-7,

the standard has not been adopted in industry very well [129]. Another used metadata
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format is the Dublin Core [130], which is an interoperable online metadata standard fo-

cused on networked resources. It consists of 15 elements, such as title, creator, date,

descriptions and others, describing the multimedia content. Other metadata standards

are: EBUCore, a set of descriptive and technical metadata based on the Dublin Core

adapted to media; PBCore, a Metadata and Cataloging Resource for Public Broadcast-

ers and Associated Communities; EXIF [131]; IPTC-IIM [132]; XMP [133] and others.

Within the scope of WP4, we will focus mostly on exploiting EXIF metadata, due to their

widespread availability. EXIF metadata are produced automatically when the image or

the video is captured. Combining them with visual descriptors (Section 4.3.1) we can

retrieve a more powerful representation of multimedia items. For instance in [134], time

stamps and geo-location information is combined with visual feature vectors for collective

multimedia organization. This approach is appealing because timestamps and geo tags

provide reliable information and can be processed with low computational cost. In [135],

low-level features and metadata statistics, such as exposure time, flash fired etc., are

used for indoor-outdoor classification and sunset detection in images. In [136], low-level

features, metadata and meta-tags added by social tagging are employed by an agglomer-

ative clustering algorithm. The clustering results are used for representing image search

results on the web.

4.3.3 Similarity measures

The degree of relation between multimedia items is assessed using a suitable similarity

(or dissimilarity) measure. This measure is applied on the low-level feature representation

of the multimedia items and provides a numerical value reflecting the similarity between

them. These values can be exploited in different ways, e.g., for classification, construc-

tion of efficient tree structures, etc. The choice of the dissimilarity measure depends on

several parameters, such as the nature of the data, the application complexity, etc. Be-

low we review several distance measures that have appeared in the multimedia similarity

literature.

The most popular dissimilarity measure is the Euclidean distance (L2) [137], which be-

longs to the Lp Minkowski family [138]. Other popular measures of this family are the

Manhattan (L1), the Minkowski (Lp) and the Chebyshev (L
∞

) distance [139]. The above

distances assume that the vector dimensions are independent. However, in several multi-

media applications individual vector dimensions may be correlated. In order to overcome

this limitation Quadratic Form Distances (QFD) are used [140]. In [141], the Signature

Quadratic distance Function (SQFD) is used to extend QFD for computing distances be-

tween feature signatures, which represent sets of feature clusters; see [142] for more de-

tails. Other popular distance measures for feature signatures are the Hausdorff distance

[143], the Perceptually Modified Hausdorff Distance [144], the Earth Mover’s Distance

[142] and the Weighted Correlation Distance [145].

Taking into account the data distribution, the use of the Euclidean distance (or sum of

the square differences) is justified when the data distribution is Gaussian, whereas the
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Manhattan distance (or sum of the absolute differences) is suitable for Exponential data

distribution. However, real-world data distributions may differ from the above. To this end,

in [146] a boosted distance framework is proposed that finds multiple distance measures

capturing the underlying data distribution for each element separately. In [147], a new

hamming-based distance measure is proposed that exploits the edit distance to compare

different bit sequences. Other interesting works are [148] and [149], where 5 and 38

distance metrics were implemented and tested respectively. In the former evaluation the

Manhattan distance provided the best results, while in the latter the pattern difference

measure and the Meehl index where the best-performing measures.

It is worth to mention the work done in the field of similarity measure adopting the quantum

mechanic formalism, introduced by K. Van Rijsbergen [150] few years ago and exploit-

ing a more sophisticated distance measure between multimedia objects: the adoption of

bracket formalism and more generalised geometry theory behind the extracted features

allows to evaluate the projection of query sets to the overall sample set, leading to the

probabilistic measure of having the query represented in our sample. Hence, a probabil-

ity distribution is substituting the Euclidean distance, enabling overlap of states instead of

simple thresholds. The work in [151] and [152] have proposed a tensor representation of

features with a linear superimposition for similarity measure the former, and a functional

representation in a complex space the latter, with a probability distribution as similarity in-

formation. The approaches proposed are still not demonstrating to work reasonably better

in respect to the classic and well established methods reported in the current document.

Nevertheless some specific areas such as the relevance and pseudo-relevance feedback

can benefit of a more probabilistic approach.

4.4 Clustering Multimedia Items

Clustering (or unsupervised learning) refers to the learning problem where the data should

be grouped without exploiting any labelling information [153]. The resulting clusters con-

tain data that are more similar to each other in the same group according to a particular

similarity (or dissimilarity) measure. Clustering techniques have numerous applications,

such as class suggestion in multimedia applications, data compression, density estima-

tion, image segmentation and other.

Clustering methods can be roughly categorized as following: a) Hierarchical Methods:

These are multilevel procedures where at each level a different number of clusters is

formed. We distinguish two main subcategories: i) Agglomerative: In the first level each

sample is considered as a cluster and successively at the next levels clusters are merged

in a bottom-up fashion. ii) Divisive: In contrast to agglomerative clustering, here we start

with all samples in one cluster and successively each cluster is divided at the next levels

in a top-down fashion. b) Graph-based clustering: These algorithms relate data items

using a graph representation of them. However, only a single level is used. c) Partitioning

Methods: These algorithms create a flat set of clusters, where clusters are unrelated with

each other. Popular algorithms of this category are the K-means [154] and K-medoids
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[155]. A brief overview of clustering algorithms with respect to the above categories is

provided below.

Hierarchical Clustering techniques, firstly proposed by Jonhson in [156], group data points

in a tree-shaped structure. A basic Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering algorithm, called

Sequential Agglomerative Hierarchical Non-overlapping clustering (SAHN) was introduced

in [157]. This iterative algorithm begins by considering all data points as individual clus-

ters and at each iteration the two most similar clusters are merged. A distance measure,

such as the Euclidean distance or the Mahalanobis distance, is used as the clustering cri-

terion. The clustering results of this algorithm are usually visualized with a dendrogram.

In [158], a hierarchical clustering-based browsing algorithm is used for navigating within

an image dataset. In [159], the information bottleneck principle [160] is utilized to design

an information-theoretic framework for hierarchical clustering.

In contrast, divisive hierarchical algorithms begin considering all data points into one clus-

ter and in subsequent steps successively split the data into subclusters depending on a

particular distance measure. In [161], the selection of the next candidate cluster to be

split is discussed. The common Size-priority cluster split approach is first discussed and

then four new selection methods, namely, the Average similarity, the Cluster cohesion, the

Temporary objective and the Stopping criteria are presented. Similarly in [162], several

splitting criteria were proposed in order to discover clusters effectively.

Partitioning methods are the most commonly used algorithms. Partitioning is done by

optimizing a certain objective function such as the minimization of the sum of squared

distances from cluster centroids. Partitioning methods can be either fuzzy or crisp. In

fuzzy algorithms data items can belong to multiple clusters, whereas, in crisp algorithms

each data item belongs to a single cluster. K-means is the most widely used algorithm

in this category. Several different formulations of this algorithm have been proposed until

now, such as the approaches in [154, 163]. The basic steps of the algorithm are: i ) Select

a set of k centroids. ii) Assign each data point to the closest centroid using a distance

measure, typically the Euclidean distance. iii) Recompute centroids. iv) Repeat the above

steps until the centres of the clusters converge to a stable solution.

K-medoids [155], is another partitioning algorithm. It works similarly to the K-means al-

gorithm, with the difference that instead of using the average of all points in a partition for

computing the respective centroid, the median point of a cluster is used. A comparison

of both algorithms is given in [164]. Another interesting algorithm is the one proposed

in [165]. In this work, the Fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm is combined with the Affinity

Propagation (AP) algorithm in order to provide an estimation of the number of clusters C

for the FCM.

Graph-based clustering techniques utilize graph theory to represent the dataset and the

relations among datapoints as a graph (G) of vertices and edges. For instance in [166],

a graph-based image clustering algorithm is proposed, where the vertices correspond to

images and the edges correspond to the similarities between images. The partitioning

of the graph is usually done using a spectral clustering algorithm that exploits the notion

of cut between subgraphs, such as the Ncut algorithm [167]. In order to cluster images
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taking into account different image modalities, e.g., low-level features, textual tags, etc.,

k-partite graphs may be exploited. For instance, in [166], the bipartite Spectral Graph

Partitioning is proposed to exploit information contained in both low level features and

image surrounding text. Similarly in [168], visual features and image surrounding text

are modelled using bipartite graphs. The above graphs are partitioned simultaneously

exploiting a Consistent Isoperimetric High-order Co-clustering algorithm.

4.5 Redundancy of Media Items and Media Fragments

A large portion of multimedia data residing in the web, enterprise storage systems or

even personal computers is redundant. These media are characterized as duplicate or

near-duplicate. The term duplicate refers to multimedia items that are exact copies of

the original one, while near-duplicates are altered versions of the original. The common

transformations characterizing near-duplicates can be categorized as follows [169, 170]:

• Minor scene changes: slightly different background, absence or presence of objects,

etc.

• Camera parameter changes: change of angle, scaling, panning etc.

• Photometric changes: lighting conditions, etc.

• Digitization changes: change in color, contrast, saturation, cropping, resolution etc.

Multimedia tools that can automatically (or semi-automatically) discard redundant im-

ages/videos, while at the same time preserving the most significant ones for the specific

application, can save huge amounts of storage space and increase user satisfaction. In

the following we briefly review indicative works in near-duplicate multimedia identification.

In [170], a part based representation of visual scenes and Attribute Relational Graphs

are used for detecting near-duplicate images. The proposed approach is evaluated using

a subset of the TRECVID 2003 corpus. In [171], PCA-SIFT local features and locality-

sensitive hashing (LSH) are exploited for image representation and indexing respectively.

This method was applied for near-duplicate image detection using the MM270K [172]

database and a fine arts image collection. Finally in [173], the above work was extended

using Local-Difference-Patterns (LDP) for image representation and a more efficient LSH

strategy. Using this method very good results were obtained for near-duplicate image and

video detection on two publicly available datasets.

Exact duplicates can be detected with even simpler methods than near-duplicate ones,

but for sure the methods designed for the latter and outlined above can be used for de-

tecting exact duplicates as well.
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4.6 Planned ForgetIT Approach

Visual Quality Assessment

The goal within ForgetIT is to develop visual quality assessment techniques that can be

applied to natural image collections. As in this scenario reference images cannot be avail-

able, we will concentrate on NR-IQA methods. Specifically, the distortion unaware meth-

ods BIQI, BRISQUE, DIVIINE, BLINDS and NIQE will be evaluated in terms of prediction

accuracy and computational cost and the best of them will be selected for further inves-

tigation. The overall evaluation will be performed in publicly available databases, such

as the LIVE DB [55], as well as on natural image datasets created within the ForgetIT

project.

Preliminary evaluation results have shown that BIQI and BRISQUE seem to outperform

the other methods described above. The main limitation of these methods is that they

only examine blur and noise distortions in natural images. To this end, we plan to extend

the above methods so that contrast distortions are also accounted during IQA. This may

be achieved for instance using RMS and Michelson contrast measures [44] or histogram

based methods [174].

Moreover, the use of supervised learning algorithms for enhancing the performance of the

above IQA methods is another interesting research direction that we plan to investigate.

Ultimately, we also wish to investigate new measures for additionally providing aesthetic

assessment of natural images, a topic that has received relatively little attention in the

relevant literature (e.g., see [175]).

Image Similarity Assessment and Similarity Measures

Image similarity assessment is necessary for near-duplicate image identification, redun-

dancy assessment, dataset partitioning, etc. Towards the above directions, in order to

facilitate subsequent steps in the ForgetIT project, suitable features and appropriate sim-

ilarity measures will be investigated.

For coarse similarity assessment global features will be extracted, such as MPEG-7 color

descriptors. For instance, the CSD descriptor may be suitable for distinguishing images in

summer holiday photo collection which usually depict several different objects in front of

a mostly blue background (sea, sky, etc.). For finer assessment, local descriptors will be

exploited. To this end, the popular SIFT [106] and its color variations [113] will be utilized.

Moreover, we also wish to investigate the applicability of the SURF descriptor [114] and

work on possible color extensions of it. Finally, use of image metadata information will

also be considered. In particular, the above visual features will be combined with spatio-

temporal metadata of EXIF standard such as timestamps and geo-locations.

For the actual similarity assessment, we sill start with using the Euclidean distance and

subsequently, if required, additional measures which may be more efficient for large-scale
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processing may also be considered.

Clustering and Redundancy Algorithms

The feature extraction procedures and similarity measures described in the previous sec-

tion will be utilized for identifying near-duplicate images in the ForgetIT dataset. The next

step will include the application of a clustering algorithm for data partitioning. Subse-

quently, the most representative images within each cluster will be identified, and this

information will be used within the ForgetIT project for guiding subsequent preservation

choices.

For data partitioning the popular K-means [154] and the recently proposed K-medoid [155]

will be investigated, The drawback of these algorithms is that the number of clusters C

should be provided in advance. To this end, hierarchical clustering methods may also be

applied to allow for an automatic estimation of C.
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5 Semantic Multimedia Analysis for Condensation

5.1 Concept Detection

The detection of high level concepts in image and video signals is an important and chal-

lenging multimedia analysis task. Concept detection can significantly aid the consoli-

dation and condensation actions by providing a higher level semantic description of the

multimedia items. However, the well known ’semantic gap’ causes restrictions to the map-

ping of low-level features to high-level concepts. To date, many techniques tried to deal

with this challenge and most of them are generally based on the following procedure:

• Content representation: spatial and/or temporal sampling is applied in order to re-

duce the amount of the visual image or video information that will be processed. To

this end, images may be represented in lower resolution while videos are typically

represented using keyframe sequences.

• Low-level feature extraction: as described in Section 4.3.1.2 a suitable feature ex-

traction technique is applied to the image or video keyframes of the dataset, extract-

ing feature vectors which describe the media item.

• Learning: an annotated dataset is then used for creating the concept detectors. This

is done by first deriving low-level feature vectors for this dataset, and then using

these feature vectors to train a machine learning technique, e.g., SVMs, nearest

neighbour classifiers, etc.

• Concept-based content description: this step consists of the application of the trained

concept detectors to images or video keyframes for providing a semantic description

of the multimedia content.

We should note that several pre- or post- processing steps can be added to the above

description. For instance, often multiple concept detection results are further combined

using a late fusion step in order to increase the detection performance. However, the

aforementioned low-level feature extraction procedure and the machine learning tech-

nique are the most important elements in concept detection. For this reason, we review

related techniques in more detail in the next subsections.

5.1.1 Low-level feature extraction

Content representation may be achieved either with global or local descriptors. As de-

scribed in Section 4.3.1.1, global descriptors extract the general characteristics of the

image such as color, texture and shape. For example, in [176], color and texture fea-

tures are used to construct descriptors and train SVMs for high level concept detection.

However, the majority of the state-of-the-art techniques make use of local descriptors for

content representation. The first step of these techniques consist of the application of
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an interest point detector in an image or video keyframe in order to select salient points

for extracting local descriptors. Such techniques include the Harris-Laplace point detec-

tor [177], dense sampling [178], random sampling [179], the Maximally Stable Extremal

Regions [180], the Maximally Stable Color Regions [181] and combination of the above

techniques. In the next step, local descriptors are applied for representing the extracted

interest points with low-level feature vectors. The SIFT descriptor [106] and variations of

it [113, 111, 112] are among the most popular descriptors in the literature. For instance

in the competition of ImageCLEF 2009 [182] and ImageCLEF 2010 [183] SIFT and sev-

eral of its variations, such as HSV-SIFT, HUE-SIFT, OpponentSIFT, rgSIFT, C-SIFT, and

RGB-SIFT [113] were extensively applied for the task of concept detection.

Another popular descriptor is SURF [114], which gives improved computational time and

comparable performance to SIFT, as shown for instance in [184]. In [115], experimental

results using Pascal VOC 2007 dataset show that the combination of dense sampling

strategy with the SURF descriptor (DURF) outperforms a SIFT-based algorithm for the

task of concept detection. In [108], the GLOH descriptor is introduced that provide a more

compact feature representation. In [185], the DAISY descriptor is presented that is faster

from SIFT and GLOH. Moreover, it provides improved accuracy and comparable compu-

tational time performance with DURF. Finally, it has been shown that the combination of

several global and local descriptors provides improved accuracy. For instance in [186],

global and local visual features as well as audio features are combined using ensemble

fusion. Similarly in [187], the authors report results of their participation in ImageCLEF

2008 visual concept detection task. In this work concept detectors are built using the

k-nearest neighbour (KNN) classifier and combinations of local and global features.

Visual word assignment is the last part of the feature extraction procedure. In this step, the

low-level features are usually transformed to Bag-of-Words (BoW) vectors. Firstly a visual

vocabulary or codebook is constructed by grouping similar keypoints into a large number

of clusters and treating each cluster as a visual word. The most common method for the

construction of the codebook is the well known K-means clustering algorithm. Subse-

quently, the previously calculated local descriptors are assigned to the codebook so that

each descriptor is mapped to a visual word. The assignment can be either soft or hard.

Hard-assignment is typically implemented by finding the Nearest cluster centroid, while

soft-assignment allows assigning each descriptor to multiple visual words as explained

in [188]. The latter usually provides improved detection accuracy. Moreover, for better

performance in terms of computational time the authors in [189, 190] proposed the use of

tree-based assignment algorithms. Another interesting tree-based structure method for

visual assignment is the semantic texton forests proposed in [123]. The advantage of this

technique is the increased efficiency and accuracy over previous tree-based algorithms.

Finally the ’Spatial Pyramid’ strategy [191] divides images to several rectangular regions

and creates a BoW vector for each region separately.

Several other extensions of the above techniques have been proposed in the literature. In

[192], a region-based approach is introduced, where a BoW model is constructed for the

most common ’region types’. Finally, the authors in [193], construct multiple resolution

images and extract local features from all resolution images with dense regions. The
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derived local features are then used for the creation of a BoW model with the K-means

algorithm.

5.1.2 Machine Learning for Concept Detection

The other major step in concept detection is the use of a machine learning algorithm for

implementing the concept detector. These approaches exploit an annotated dataset and

feature vectors extracted using a particular feature extraction procedure to learn the de-

sired concepts. Several different learning approaches have been used until now. Among

them, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [194] and its variations are probably the most

popular methods in this domain. A brief review of such approaches is presented in the

following.

In [195], three types of low-level features, namely, color moments (GCM), local binary pat-

terns (LBP) and edge orientation histogram (EOH), are used as inputs for learning con-

cepts on various TRECVID datasets. In [196], low-level features extracted from videos of

the TRECVID 2007 corpus are used to construct a region thesaurus. This thesaurus is

then exploited to provide a model vector representation for each video and train a set of

SVM-based concept detectors. In [197], SVMs with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel

and rgSIFT features are used for learning the concepts of the ImageCLEF 2010 visual

concept detection and annotation task. Other popular kernels are the Chi-square and the

Histogram Intersection kernel. The former has been evaluated in [198], providing superior

performance in multicategory classification tasks. Moreover, in [199] an extended version

of the latter for the classification of binary strings, such as color histograms, showed very

good performance in the Corel database. Recently, methods using ensembles of linear

SVMs (LSVMs) are getting increasing attention because they can offer much faster train-

ing and testing times especially for large-scale datasets. For instance in [200], feature

vectors derived using low-degree mappings are used to train LSVMs. This approach ex-

hibited competitive performance to KSVM in a variety of problems. Similarly, in [200, 201],

LSVMs are used to exploit the subclass structure of the data. In particular, mixLSVMs

[202] train one LSVM to separate positive from negative observations in subregions of

the feature space and incorporate the local LSVMs using a mixture of experts framework.

On the other hand, LSSVMs train LSVMs [201] to separate observations belonging to

different subclasses, and fuse LSVM decision scores using an ECOC framework [203] for

classifying test videos.

Besides SVM-based techniques, several other machine learning approaches have been

used for concept detection. For instance, in [204], a multigraph-based learning algorithm,

which effectively integrates multiple graphs into the same regularization framework, is

used for learning 39 LSCOM-Lite concepts. In [205], multiple-instance learning is used to

associate local image regions with keywords and a Bayesian formulation is utilized for the

overall image annotation with a set of concepts. In [206], a fuzzy spatial relation ontology

is utilized for knowledge-based recognition of brain structure concepts in medical image

applications. Finally, in [207], a correlative multi-labelling approach is reported, achieving
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very good results in the TRECVID 2005 concept detection task.

5.2 Face Detection and Clustering

Face detection has been extensively studied during the past years. It usually serves as a

stepping stone for most facial analysis algorithms in the areas of face tracking, clustering,

recognition and others. The objective of face detection is, given an image, to detect the

presence of a face and locate the facial region of interest (ROI). This task is challeng-

ing as faces appear in different scales, poses, expression, with varying occlusions, etc.

Moreover, with the advances in photo camera technology, facial images are produced in

large-scale, residing in personal multimedia collections, social media servers, etc. To this

end, it is expected that face detection has still to play a fundamental role in the organiza-

tion and condensation of these vast multimedia collections.

A recent overview of face detection is provided in [208]. In the following, we briefly review

recent approaches in this field. One of the most successfully face detectors is the one

introduced in the seminal work of Viola and Jones [209]. This algorithm detects faces

in real-time following three main steps: a) computation of an integral image [210], which

is used for rapid extraction of Haar-like features, b) training of an AdaBoost classifier

[211], which is used to select a small number of potentially useful features, c) exploita-

tion of an attentional cascade structure [211], which dramatically increases the speed of

the detector by focusing attention on promising image regions. In [212], a color-based

segmentation algorithm that combines HSV and RGB color space models is proposed

yielding good detection accuracy. A relevant approach, utilizing skin face color was pro-

posed in [213]. In this work a fuzzy classifier exploits RGB and HSV models to detect

potential face-depicting regions, and geometrical facial properties are used to refine the

detections. However, skin color-based techniques are sensitive to illumination changes

and require color images, limiting the applicability of those algorithms. In order to over-

come the above limitations different feature types may be exploited, e.g., extending Viola

and Jones algorithm. In [214], rotated Haar-like features are proposed that can enrich

conventional Viola and Jones features and in [215], the Viola and Jones classifier is ex-

tended using additional sets of weak classifiers in the AdaBoost algorithm. In [216], lo-

cally assembled binary (LAB) features are introduced, extending the idea of combining

Haar-features and locally binary patterns (LBP) for face detection [217]. Experimental

results showed that these features are superior to state-of-the-art methods both in terms

of detection accuracy and speed.

As explained in the beginning of the section, face detection is usually utilized as a pre-

processing step for further face analysis tasks. In this project we are interested in face

clustering for multimedia organization. A brief overview of the state-of-the-art methods

in this domain is provided in the following. In [218], a dissimilarity matrix is constructed

using SIFT-based facial features. Facial images are then clustered using a hierarchical

average linkage clustering algorithm. In [219], facial images are represented in the HSV

color space and clustered using a spectral graph partitioning algorithm. In [220], a graph-
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based clustering algorithm is proposed for partitioning facial image sequences. In [221],

the Gabor wavelet transform and the principal component analysis are exploited for facial

image representation. This representation is then used to examine the effect of facial

poses in face analysis systems. Finally in [222], to alleviate the effect of different poses,

clustering is done in two stages. Initially, eye detection results are exploited for pose

clustering. Within each pose cluster, K-means is used to group facial images of different

individuals.

5.3 Event Detection

Event detection is currently considered as a major step for narrowing the semantic gap be-

tween human and machine understanding of the real world [223]. The utilization of event

detection results can significantly aid towards more effective organization of multimedia

items in relevant applications.

Events consist of dynamic and static objects with or without interactions among them,

occur at specific time and place, and their perception depends on the particular observer

[224]. For this reason, event detection is a much more challenging task than tasks dealing

with the classification of specific objects or actions [225]. A recent review of the current

state-of-the-art in this field is provided in [226]. In the following we review recent works in

this topic.

In [227], high level visual and temporal features such as material visual types [228] (sky,

grass, etc.), event duration, etc., are exploited by a Bayesian belief network for event

classification. In [229], simple contextual cues (timestamps, GPS coordinates, color in-

formation) are exploited along with a multi-modal clustering algorithm for event mining

in personal photo collections. In [230], static and dynamic visual features (SIFT, motion

boundary histogram (MBH)), along with audio MFFCs are used for video representation.

For each modality an SVM is trained, and the weighted average at the score level is used

for detecting the events of the TRECVID MED 2011 task. For the same task, in [231],

a variety of features (SIFT, STIP-HOG, STIP-HOF, MFFC, etc.), are used to construct a

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) supervector for each feature and video. These vectors

are exploited by SVM classifiers for learning the MED 2011 events. In [232], model vector

sequences and disriminant analysis are used for video representation and the nearest

neighbor classifier is combined with the median Hausdorff distance for detecting the MED

2010 events. Similarly in [233], model vector sequences are used to represent videos,

and subclass SVMs are combined using an error-correcting output framework (ECOC)

for detecting the MED 2012 events.

Event modelling is an important research domain closely related with event detection.

Event models can significantly aid event classification and at the same time organize and

preserve the detection results and related event information in a human comprehensible

format. For completeness, in the following we review recent advances in this domain. In

[234], the Video Event Representation Language (VERL) and the Video Event Markup

Language (VEML) are presented for describing events in videos. In [235], the E-event
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model following a number of fundamental event properties, analysed in [236], is proposed.

In [237], the E*-event model is proposed, extending E [235], utilizing the pattern oriented

framework of ABC and DOLCE ontologies along with a graph-based design. In [223, 238],

the Joint content-event model is proposed taking into account the event requirements

presented in [236], and at the same time offering a referencing mechanism for linking

event elements with video content. Finally, several annotation tools exploiting proprietary

models for event-based video descriptions have been proposed such as AVISA [239],

ELAN [240], and other.

5.4 Planned ForgetIT Approach

Concept Detection

In our most recent work on concept detection, a set of 25 different feature extraction pro-

cedures are used to detect the concepts on an image or video shot as explained in the

following [233]. A 1x3 spatial pyramid decomposition scheme is used, i.e., the entire im-

age is the pyramid cell at the first level, and three horizontal image bars of equal size are

the pyramid cells at the second level [191, 241]. In the case of videos, a shot segmen-

tation algorithm is first exploited, e.g., [242], or keyframes are extracted at fixed intervals.

A shot is represented with one or more extracted keyframes or shot tomographs [4]. An

interest point detector is then applied to the extracted keyframe. In particular, we exploit

dense sampling or the Harris-Laplace corner detector [243]. The statistical properties

of the extracted keypoints are captured using the SIFT descriptor and two of its color

variations, i.e., RGB-SIFT and opponentSIFT [241]. For each pyramid level a visual word

codebook of 1000 words is created using k-means and the extracted low-level descriptors.

The descriptors are then represented with Bag-of-Words (BoW) feature vectors in R4000

employing both hard and soft assignment according to [188]. Therefore, in total 24 feature

extraction procedures are utilized derived from every combination of representation type

(keyframe, tomograph), sampling strategy (dense sampling, Harris-Laplace detector), de-

scriptor type (SIFT, RGB-SIFT, opponentSIFT) and assignment technique (hard, soft).

We also utilize a global visual descriptors (HSV histograms) as 25th feature. For learning

the different concepts an appropriate annotated dataset is used and a bag of linear SVM

(LSVM) strategy is applied for each feature extraction procedure [244]. In particular, for

each concept and feature extraction procedure the k-means algorithm is applied to par-

tition the dataset into 5 subclasses, and for each subset a LSVMs is trained. Thus, in

total 125 (25 x 5) LSVM classifiers are trained for each concept. A late fusion strategy is

applied to combine the scores of the subclass LSVM referring to the same concept.

A major issue in online classification of large-scale datasets with a large bag of classifiers

is the high computational cost that may be required for scaling the test observations. To

this end, we will investigate a new scaling strategy, where during training we will find a

few representative ranges (instead of 125) and during testing we will restrict ourselves

to using only these representative ranges, rather than any possible range. Additionally,

we will investigate the possibility of creating color variants of SURF-based descriptors
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[114]. These descriptors could be used to replace the SIFT-based descriptors described

above. The main advantage of SURF descriptors over the SIFT ones is the computational

efficiency. To this end, a further significant speed-up of the overall feature extraction

procedure may be achieved. Achieving such improvements in the computational cost of

concept detection will then give us room for experimenting with adding further descriptors

and learners to our current approach, which is at present infeasible due to computational

limitations.

Face Detection and Face Clustering techniques

For Face detection techniques we plan to use cascade classifiers and more precisely

an implementation of them in the openCV C++ library. Using a cascade classifier, a

training step and then a detection step are required. For the training step we will use

OpenCV functions such as opencv haartraining and opencv traincascade. The advan-

tage of the second one over the first is that supports both Haar features proposed by

Viola and Jones [245] and LBP (Local Binary Pattern) features proposed in [246]. LBP

features are several times faster than Haar and their quality depends on the chosen train-

ing dataset and the training parameters. By applying the opencv traincascade function

a trained cascade classifier is saved in an .xml file. After that, for the detection step,

the Cascade Classifier Class implementation will be used exploiting the aforementioned

.xml file. Moreover, already trained OpenCV cascade classifiers may also been used,

such as haarcascade frontalface alt.xml (trained by Haar features for face detection),

haarcascade eye tree eyeglasses.xml (detects human eyes in image or video) and

lbpcascade frontalface.xml (which exploits LBP features).

Event Detection techniques

For video representation both the visual and audio modalities will be exploited. From the

visual modality two different feature representations will be derived as explained in the

following.

a) Low-level visual features: A similar strategy to the one applied for training the concept

detectors will also be followed here. According to our plan, firstly, each video is decoded

and one frame every 6 seconds is selected to represent a video with a sequence of

keyframes. A dense sampling strategy is combined with a 1x3 spatial pyramid approach

to extract salient image points at each pyramid level [191, 241]. Each selected point is

then represented with a 384-dimensional feature vector using the opponentSIFT color

descriptor [241]. The derived feature vectors are then exploited to learn 1000 visual

words for each pyramid level using the Bag-of-Words (BoW) method. Subsequently, a

video frame is described with a feature vector in R4000 using the visual codebook and the

soft assignment technique. A low-level feature representation of the video is then derived

by averaging the feature vectors referring to the same video.

b) Visual model vectors: A set of SVM-based concept detectors referring to the SIN
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TRECVID task concepts [233, 247] will be used to derive an intermediate-level feature

vector representation of the video. In particular, a model vector [248, 249] is derived for

each video keyframe by concatenating the responses of the concept detectors.

c) Audio features: We will describe audio content in video using linear frequency cep-

stral coefficients (LFCC) and possibly also modulation spectrogram (MSG) features [250].

These features are complementary in the sense that LFCCs capture the short-time audio

characteristics while MSGs describe long-term audio attributes.

An appropriate annotated video collection will be used to learn the required events. In

particular, for each event and each feature type described above we will learn an event

detector. Then, an appropriate fusion technique will be applied to provide an overall event

decision. As event detectors we have decided to investigate DA techniques [251, 252]

and their combination with SVM classifiers [194]. The optimization criterion of DA seeks

for a reduced dimensionality subspace where noise features or features that are irrele-

vant to the classification problem at hand are effectively discarded. The kernel trick has

been used to extend the conventional LDA to kernel DA (KDA) for non-linearly separable

data classes, providing a more effective lower-dimensionality representation. DA tech-

niques provide a data representation that aids classification; however, they do not directly

provide a classification function. Instead, in the DA subspace an appropriate classifier

is needed (usually the nearest neighbor technique is preferred) for the classification of

unlabeled observations. The use of SVMs for classification in the DA subspace is rather

an unexplored direction. SVMs have shown excellent performance in various real-world

problems outperforming other state-of-the-art methods. To this end, we will explore the

combination of KDA techniques with linear SVMs (LSVMs). In particular, conventional

and subclass-based KDA techniques combined with LSVMs will be investigated. Finally,

different fusion techniques will be investigated for combining event classifiers along dif-

ferent features, such as the geometric mean of detection scores or the use of SVMs for

late fusion. Finally, event detection using a distributed systems infrastructure is another

possible research direction that may be investigated.
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6 Information Condensation and Consolidation

6.1 Textual Content Condensation and Presentation

Whilst single document summarizarion and redundancy removal techniques (see Section

3) are useful in reducing the size of a text collection they ignore the fact that often the

same information is repeated across documents. Repeated information may be the main

focus of multiple documents (i.e. two news articles that both report the same story) or may

be ancillary information not related to the main content (e.g., job titles often accompany

the first mention of each person within a news article and hence will be repeated across

a collection). Multi-document summarization, and related techniques, exploit this cross-

document redundancy to further reduce the size of a given text collection.

There are two different types of corpora for which multi-document summarization can be

a useful technique [253]:

• a large corpora containing a mixture of dis-similar documents for which the user

wishes to obtain a broad overview

• a corpora of topically related documents for which the user would like a focused

summary

Whilst these may seem like very different scenarios a common approach would be to

generate document clusters from the large corpora resulting in a number of smaller topic

based corpora which can then be summarised. The remainder of this section focuses

on the second scenario as being more related to the ForgetIT project (it is envisaged that

summarization will be used to reduce the size of a single archived arcifact, i.e. a collection

of documents, rather than the summarization of the entire archive). The main approaches

to summarizing a collection of topically related documents are:

• Common Sections: constructs the summary from the common sections (i.e. the

intersection) of the documents in the corpora.

• Common and Unique Sections: as above but augmented with a number of unique

relevant sections.

• Centroid Document: constructs the summary by applying single document sum-

marization to the centroid document.

• Centroid Document plus Outliers: as above but augmented with a number of

relevant sections extracted from outlying documents.

• Latest Document plus Outliers: as above but uses the most recent document

rather than the centroid.
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6.1.1 Semantic Redundancy and Diversity Analysis

Whilst it may be the case that a multi-document summary of a corpora is required, often a

more focused entity/event centric summary might be more appropriate. In such instances

a definition based summary can be produced.

The aim of a definition based summary is to extract nuggets of information for a given

entity or event from a corpus to assemble a summary. For example, the definition of a

person should approximate a biography and include, for example, their fullname, where

and when they were born, what they are famous for etc. A number of systems for gener-

ating definition style summaries have been reported in the literature [254, 255, 256, 257]

due to the inclusion of a definition question answering track at TREC [13].

Most definition style summarization systems work in a similar fashion. Firstly relevant

sentences, those containing the entity of interest (or a co-referenced mention) are se-

lected from the corpus. Sentences are then clustered, usually based upon a word overlap

based measure (often measures such as ROUGE, described in [2] are used), and finally

the summary is constructed by taking one sentence from each cluster in turn until either

one sentence from each cluster has been added or until a pre-set length limit has been

reached. While the main aim of such approaches is to reduce redundancy they also en-

sure that the generated summaries are diverse and cover information from across the

corpus.

Note that such an approach assumes that only the main entity of interest is known. If

work in deliverable D6.1 on contextualization can be incorporated then other entities of

importance could be determined and included during summarization. Conversely it is

unclear how important such summarization may be in light of contextualization; if the

defining characteristics of an entity are available in an ontology and linked to the textual

mention would the user require a definition style summary? Of course a definitional style

summary will be very useful in those situations where contextualization has been unable

to identify an entity (either because the entity is not known or because of ambiguity etc.).

6.2 Image and Video Condensation

The volume of personal photos and videos are exponentially increasing due to high qual-

ity mobile camera phones and affordable digital cameras. Whether they are stored in

local drives or in cloud, to manage these personal collections, to be able to quickly skim

through and eventually understand the most representative ones a summarization sys-

tem is needed. Jain et al. [258] states that mobile phones are shifting how people shoot

and preserve photos such that the plan-shoot-process-share-organize-reflect behaviour

is now being replaced with shoot-share-forget. This statement supports the need for such

a system in ForgetIT’s preserve-or-forget framework.

There are various works in literature for such a task. Li et al. [259] uses only image

content and time. The framework consists of a two-stage partitioning. Firstly, the photos
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are partitioned in time; secondly, this is followed by content key photo selection based on

a very basic feature: color histogram. There are also works that exploit the textual data

such as tags that are associated with the photos [260, 261]. To achieve summarization

using both visual and textual information, Xu et al. [262] uses GIST scene descriptor to

represent visual content and proposes a new approach called Homogeneous and Het-

erogeneous Message Propagation (H2MP) that extends affinity propagation, which is an

exemplar based clustering algorithm.

Clustering algorithms that are mentioned in Section 4.4 play a key role in most of the

photo album/image collection summarization approaches. In one of the early work Krish-

namachari [158] uses hierarchical clustering along with histogram based visual features.

Hierarchical clustering is also used to group photos temporally using timestamps [263].

Self-organizing map (SOM) is another clustering algorithm that is exploited for image col-

lection summarization. Deng [264] uses SOMs trained on low-level content-based image

retrieval features along with Kullback-Leibler dissimilarity measure.

Low-level features are not the only visual cues that are exploited in image collection sum-

marization algorithms. Cascia and Morana [265] uses faces along with time and low-level

visual features (RGB histogram and Gabor filter bank) that represent background in im-

ages. Mean-shift clustering algorithm is used along with these extracted cues.

Nowadays, photos are no more just intensity values since cameras capture a considerable

amount of metadata associated with the taken photo [258]. That being the case, more

modern and novel methods try to exploit those available contextual data from the EXIF

metadata associated with the photo and/or mobile sensory data such as GPS. Jain et

al. [258] calls all the extractable attributes as Extractable Mobile Photo Tags. Such tags

are photographer name, people in the photo, location, event, environment, objects, scene

concepts and time. It should be noted that some of these tags are inferred from the

metadata. Another work that uses EXIF metadata along with the visual content is by Jang

et al. [266]. The work also focuses on multiple camera usage and utilize this knowledge

obtained from EXIF for better clustering. Both temporal and spatial clustering methods

are utilized. In his work, Sinha [267, 268] also exploits both visual content and context

data. He states that effective subset summary should satisfy three properties:

• Quality

• Diversity

• Coverage

To satisfy these properties, they define metrics for each property and use optimization

algorithms.

An additional cue that can be used in addition to the above mentioned cues is the ”user

statistics”. In a very recent work, Guldogan et al. [269] proposes an approach for se-

lecting representative images from photo albums based on user’s preferences. Counting

the number of clicks and duration of viewing for each image are used for understand-

ing ”interesting” images for each user, and their personal perception and interest on the
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album.

6.3 Planned ForgetIT Approach

In this section we present our first thoughts for combining the multimedia analysis tech-

niques presented in the preceding parts of this document, in order to fulfil the goals of

ForgetIT in terms of content summarization. Aspects such as quality, diversity and cover-

age of multimedia data are considered during this process.

Different multimedia information types are used, such as textual (Section 3.3), image/video

quality (Section 4.6) and visual information (Section 5.4). In more detail the cues that can

be utilized for achieving our goal are:

• low-level visual features

• higher-level visual information (detected concepts, events)

• visual quality assessment results

• faces

• textual similarity assessment results

• any available user statistics (e.g., # of clicks, duration of view)

• EXIF Metadata (e.g., timestamps, location (GPS), camera parameters)

Within the ForgetIT project scope, it is planned to exploit most of the above cues depend-

ing on their availability as well as investigate combinations of them. The overall planned

process flow is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The planned ForgetIT media collection summarization process flow
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Using several of the techniques described in Section 3, textual image information and rele-

vant similarity results are used for reducing dataset redundancy. Similarly, visual low-level

features are exploited for image quality assessment and near-duplicate image identifica-

tion, as described in Section 4. The above results are also used in a first stage reducing

the size of the collection. In parallel to the above procedures higher level semantics will be

extracted for each image using a set of visual concept detectors as well as suitable event

and face detection algorithms. The higher level information will be further enriched using

EXIF geo-locations and timestamps from image headers. Using appropriate partitioning

algorithms and according to our preliminary evaluation results, redundancy reduction will

be applied in different stages of the information flow. That is, the clustering algorithm may

be applied in a particular feature modality or in an image feature representation resulting

in the fusion of several different feature types.

Concerning the type of the clustering algorithm (Section 4.4), the most suitable algorithm

will be selected at each stage according to the evaluation results. However, a hierarchical

one seems the most suitable for the last stage of the summarization process, where

results of the different feature modalities are exploited, as shown in Figure 1.
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7 Conclusion

In this document we reported on the state-of-the-art in the research areas related to text

and multimedia analysis for condensation, and based on this review we sketched the

different techniques that we will start to examine and evaluate in ForgetIT. It should be

noted here that the presented state of the art review is not and could not possibly be

exhaustive: text and multimedia analysis are multi-faceted topics that are of great interest

to a large and vibrant research community, thus have already resulted in a large number

of publications. We tried to include in the review presented in this document the most

important and recent advances in these areas.

With respect to the planned ForgetIT approach, we should stress that the use of text

and multimedia analysis techniques in preservation applications is a rather unexplored

domain. Further to this, based on our review of the literature and our experience, it

has become clear that to a greater or a lesser extent, depending on the category of

techniques, the exact approaches that we will follow in ForgetIT depend on the specifics

of the use cases that are being defined in the project, and on the datasets that are being

collected. Therefore, the planned ForgetIT approaches outlined in this document should

be treated as just our first set of ideas, which in many cases we are already working on

implementing and testing, so that we can get a more precise assessment of the further

future steps that we need to take; it is neither an exhaustive plan, nor a plan carved in

stone. The technical details and results of our first set of ForgetIT analysis approaches

will be presented in D4.2, due in month 12 of the project, and these will of course also

give rise to further, more concrete plans on the technical developments within WP4 for

the next two years.
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